## Vehicle History Report

**Run and print CARR® (Vehicle History Report) (check one)**

### Road Test
1. Can vehicle start without hesitation?
2. Cold engine idle – verify noise, vibration?
3. Alarm engine idle – verify noise, vibration?
4. No abnormal engine noise present?
5. Throttle operation?
6. No abnormal exhaust noise present?
7. Transmission and shift interlock functions: shifts & smoothness?
8. Transmission shift points seem normal for vehicle driving?
9. Steering wheel paddle shifters (if equipped)?
10. Clutch function: shifts properly without slipping (if applicable)?
11. M/T shift function and gear noise?
12. No abnormal noise/harshness/spoaks normal under normal speeds and common road surfaces?
13. Steering alignment?
14. Vehicle tracks properly while driving?
15. ABS system?
16. Dash gauges and lights?
17. Brakes – verify operation, vibration?
18. Cruise control, automatic speed, set, cancel, and resume function?
19. Parking brake: sets, holds, and releases?
20. Body/suspension noise (rough road test) performance?
21. Auto hold function?
22. Power folding mirrors?
23. All windows and rear side curtains?
24. Front seat head restraints?
25. Reverse lighting mirrors?
26. Wiper blades?
27. Econo/Norm/Sport drive modes?
28. Lane Change Assist (if applicable)?
29. Blind-Spot Collision Warning (if applicable)?

### Exterior
1. Paint finish and appearance in good condition overall?
2. Trim: finish and appearance?
3. Body panel: fit and alignment?
4. Frame: no visible damage?
5. Body molding: fit and adjustment, no visible damage?
6. Emblems/Stickers/Names Plates?
7. Head lamps: tight/lamp, beam, clear, lens, no damage?
8. Parking lamp: illumination, clear lens, no damage?
9. Brake light, high-mount tail light, reverse, and license plate light: illumination, clear lens, no damage?
10. Fog lamp: clear lens, no damage?
11. Turn signal: clear lens, no damage?
12. Side lights: clear lens, no damage?
13. Headlights (Front/Rear) system: all modes and clear glass, replace if necessary?
14. Windshield and vehicle glass: no chips/scratches?
15. Rear defroster: element no visible damage?
16. Rims and wheel: condition/alignment?
17. Paint: any?
18. Glass: any?
19. Sunroof: glass condition/operation?
20. Sunroof shade condition?
21. Gear shift indicator correctly identifies gear?
22. Rear view camera/Parking guide system?
23. Bluetooth® Audio/Phone?
24. A/C compressor: no visible leaks?
25. A/C clutch: no abnormal noise (if applicable)?

### Interior
1. Puddle lights?
2. Door handle: welcome lights?
3. Labels/decal (VIN number stickers (ex. under hood, door jam, etc.) present and condition?
4. Rear view mirror (day and night mode) and self-darkening?
5. Vanity mirrors and lights?
6. Side mirror controls?
7. Bluetooth® Audio/Phone?
8. Rearview mirror (day and night mode) and self-darkening?
9. Climate control: adjust as required?
10. Steering wheel and turn signals and wiper controls operate correctly?
11. Defogger/defroster?
12. Horns?
13. Tilt and/or telescopic steering and heated steering wheel (if applicable)?
14. Memory steering column (if applicable)?
15. Power mirrors (if applicable)?
16. Trunk light and trunk release?
17. Hood release: function and cluster messaging?
18. Fuel gauge?
19. Fuel door and release?
20. Air bag: exterior condition, intact, draft light?
21. Gear shift: clarity while shifting steering?
22. Alarm/bell detonation: arms and disarms?
23. Air conditioning: blows cold?
24. Heated seats?
25. Sunroof: glass: no chips, streaks or cracks?
26. Sunshade condition?
27. Power roof functions and controls?
28. Outside temperature gauge?
29. Navigation system and compass functions?
30. Antenna: present (if applicable)?
31. Locks: all doors?
32. Transmitter remote (both keys) entry: unlock/flock?
33. Door or pull handles (all doors) remote: unlock/lock operation?
34. Door glass: door opens, smooth, free of squeaks?
35. Hood strut (if applicable)?
36. Rear lift gate struts & lock (if applicable)?
37. Remote trunk entry (if applicable)?
38. Trunk carpet: condition?
39. Jack, jack handle kit, and tool is present?
40. Spare tire/rim kit is present?
41. License plate bracket front and back (if applicable) present?
42. No water damage/external: no visible damage?
43. Exterior modifications above by factory specifications?